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and treat us the same way. And he tells in the book how the Russians

worked and schemed and planned, and moved= and gmee-grabbed more

and more and then put these people under their control and under their

oppression and destroyed the ones that would not dowhat they told kk

them too, and the United States thought that the war was over, they were

going to have peace and harmon everywhere, and we simply bege4it-t

began to do away with all our armameknt, and if the Russians had just

a little more cleverimess than they had sthown and they would have kept

onsaying nice, beautiful words and vien we were all asleeo they would have

just walked in and taken us over and liquidated most of us, but they showed

wiat their attitude was and they woke up this nation and we began to rearm

and sone people began to discover that this is not a world in x which 't

everything is beautiful and lovely but khm it is a world in which there is sin

and wickedness and if we are x going to carry out our responsibiltiy to ourselves

and to God we have to watch thewords of the Apostle Paul thc that we hence

forth be no more children, tossed to and fro and carried about with every wird

of doctrine, by the sleight of men x I said idea x instead of doctrine, because

we are abt to think of doctk.rine as just being theological dogma, and that

is included in doctrine, but this word here means much more than that, it iae

means idiology, it ne ans attitude, it means thought, carried about by every wind

of idea , by the sleight of men and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait

to decieve, and if we are to carry out our responsibility to ourselves and our

responsibility to God, and our responsibility to otle rs, we will learn to see

Satan's agents ard to recognize them and to oppose them. 0 h, it is amazing

howe effective propaganda can be. The propagan a that has been distributed
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